Autumn Newsletter 2013
Secretary’s Report
This has been a busy year with a series of extremely interesting lectures. Amongst other fascinating topics, we
have heard about Easedale slate; Mesolithic Excavations on Coll, Mull & Islay; the artist, Christian Cameron and
Highland medical reforms.
The lecture series for next year is complete and we have some more excellent speakers lined up, starting in
October with Major Nick Maclean-Bristol, founder of the Project Trust and expert on the history of Coll. Then in
November, the renowned musicologist, John Purser, and poet, Meg Bateman, are giving us their audio-visual
presentation ‘Window on the West’ – which will take place in St John’s Episcopal Cathedral as it is expected to be a
very popular evening. Neil Horne’s December talk on St Conan’s Kirk is not to be missed, and we have more
outstanding talks coming up in the new year.
The summer has not yet ended…………………….
Sunday 22nd September - Historic walk based at Kilmelford, lead by Diarmid Campbell. Meet at Kilmelford Kirk
2:00, finish with tea at Arduaine, 4:00. Please let Joan know if you intend coming so that we can let you know if
there are last-minute changes in the arrangements. (lahsoc@gmail.com or 01631 566963)

Kilmelford Kirk
(photo by James Denham)
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Treasurer’s Report
Treasurer’s Provisional Report, September 2012 to August 2013.
Income received £927.50
Expenses £1073.33
Still to receive some book and meeting cash.
Current bank balance £2404.
This includes the previous “Savings Account” which was closed and transferred into the Current Account.
T.N. Polley. Treasurer.
Historic walk at Cuil, near Appin, lead by Dr Neill Malcolm. Saturday, 25th May
A small, but enthusiastic group met up at Cuil for the walk organised by Dr Neill Malcolm.
The walk was originally scheduled for the 11th May, but dreich conditions lead to postponement – although in the
usual contrary way of Scottish weather, by lunchtime that day Cuil was in sunshine despite the gloom in Oban.
However, 25th May was bright and clear and it was sad that some of the original participants could not manage the
revised date.
Neill lead us through lovely countryside to the Back Settlement. En-route, amongst other artefacts, we looked at a
late 18th century fisherman’s bothy, a lime kiln and a couple of corn-drying kilns. At the back Settlement, there was
a restored farmstead where we were invited in for a very welcome cup of tea. Neill, whose family have lived in the
area for generations, has published a fascinating and detailed account of a survey he undertook of Cuil, which is
available online at http://orapweb.rcahms.gov.uk/wp/00/WP000358.pdf
Corn drying kiln, Rudha Mor, Cuil
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Old lime kiln, Rudha Mor, Cuil

Examining artefacts in sunny Cuil
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Ruined dwelling, Cuil

A welcome cup of tea

A welcome cup of tea at the Back Settlement
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Lorn Archaeological and Historical Society – 50th birthday party, Dunollie, 28th July
Some 30 members and friends met at Dunollie House on Sunday 28 July at an occasion to mark the founding of the
Society 50 years earlier, in 1963. The rather wet start to the day had given way to bright sunshine and so the
splendid 'tea' prepared by Dunollie staff, consisting in large part of strawberries and sparkling wine, was enjoyed
outside, on the terrace in-front of the 1745 house, to the accompaniment of some fine pipe music.
Before and after tea there were guided tours of the new house (1840s), not normally open to the public, given by
an enthusiastic Catherine Gillies and of the castle by Tara Coia. A notable feature of the occasion was a very
comprehensive and well mounted exhibition of photographs, historic and archaeological artefacts, copies of
documents, drawings and books, designed to illustrate the wide range of activities undertaken by the Society
during its first 50 years. Tara Coia, Martin Petrie, Alison Blackwood and Joan Kemp are to be thanked for their work
on this.
Joan Kemp welcomed people and Alison Blackwood introduced Lillie Cregeen and Eddie Peltenburg. Lillie Cregeen
from Kintyre, is the widow of Eric Cregeen, the first Glasgow University extra mural lecturer for Argyll, who had an
important inspirational and advisory role in the initial formation of the Society. Professor Peltenburg described
how he had taken over the lecturing role from Eric Cregeen in 1969. As an archaeologist he was ideally qualified to
continue the work in relation to the Society begun by his predecessor. A toast to the Society was proposed by
Eddie who suggested that it was still in its infancy and that the next 50 years held out many exciting possibilities.
Michael Turner

Our most senior member, 99 year old
Willie Taylor, cut the celebratory cake
which was made by Janice Kincaid – part
of the wonderful spread organised by
Mary Freer of Dunollie
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Alison Blackwood, Tara Coia, Martin Petrie and Joan Kemp set up an exhibition showing society activities, and local
archaeology in which the society had participated.
Alison Blackwood setting up the exhibition in the Laich Biggin

Visitors enjoying the exhibition….
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Robin MacDougall Morley, clan chief designate,
Willie Taylor & Nina Robertson at Dunollie. Lily
Cregeen is in the background.

Eddie Peltenberg reminiscing
about his research to guests at
the 50th birthday celebration
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Some folk made it up to Dunollie castle for
Tara’s tour - including the indomitable Lily
Cregeen

One of the highlights of the celebration Catherine Gilles gave a fascinating talk
about new discoveries at Dunollie.
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Argyllshire Gathering, Heritage Tent
The Lorn Archaeological and Historical Society stand at the Games was visited by tourists and local people. We
answered questions on our local history and ancient monuments with the help of the RCAHMS Lorn Inventory.
Enquirers found the map of Argyll with local monuments marked on it very helpful as some people were exploring
the area for the first time. Folk also shared their own historical understanding. The display boards featured the
society’s outings over the years, artefacts found in the area, and the recent 50yrs celebration that took place at
Dunollie. “Historic Argyll” magazines sold well. This year the stand was set up and manned by Anne and Adrian
Tully and Alison Blackwood.
Alison Blackwood
LAHS at the Argyllshire gathering – Adrian, Alison & Anne

LAHS Subscriptions
Please note that from the beginning of September, subscriptions will rise to £15 (couple), £10 (single person) and
£3 for a single lecture.

Programme for 2013-2014
Sunday 22nd September - Historic walk based at Kilmelford, lead by Diarmid Campbell. Meet at Kilmelford Kirk
2:00, finish with tea at Arduaine, 4:00
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Autumn lecture programme 2013 - 2014
We have been able to organise some excellent speakers for this season’s meetings, so please note the dates in your
diaries and tell your friends.
All meetings take place at 7:30 pm in St Columba’s Church Hall, Corran Esplanade, Oban, unless otherwise
intimated.
Fri 18th October - Nick MacLean-Bristol on 'Seanachies and Propagandists - how much can we believe
about clan history?'
Fri 1st November AGM. Your chance to have your say about the Society (at 7:30 in the Roman Catholic
Church hall)
Fri 15th November - John Purser and Meg Bateman 'Window on the West' (audiovisual presentation),
St John’s Cathedral, Oban 7:30 pm
Fri 13th December - Neil Horne on 'St Conan's Church, Lochawe'
Fri 17th January 2014 - John Macfarlane on 'Historic Christian sites in and around the Parish of
Muckairn'
Fri 21st February - Tony Pollard, 'The Archaeology of the Western Front in WW1'
Fri 21st March - Ewan Campbell, 'The Archaeology of Columba's Monastery on Iona - New Perspectives'
Fri 18th April - Martin Carruthers, subject tba
Summer Programme 2014 – to be announced
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2012
FRIDAY 3rd NOVEMBER, 2012 AT ST COLUMBA’S CATHEDRAL HALL, OBAN AT 7.30 P.M.
Present:
Chairman for the meeting: David Marshall
Secretary Joan Kemp
Treasurer Trevor Polley
Membership Secretary Alan Watt
Committee members Alison Blackwood and Martin Petrie
22 members of the society and 10 visitors.
1. Apologies were received from:
Alison Blackwood, Derek & Joyce Coope, Christine Hodge, Stephen Thomas, Michael Turner, Judy Watt
2. Welcome by the Stand-in Chairman
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The Chairman welcomed members to the AGM
3. Minutes of the AGM 2011
The Stand-in Chairman noted that these had been circulated. In the absence of any queries, he proposed that they
should be accepted and the meeting agreed.
4. Matters Arising
There were none.
5. Reports.
Secretary’s Report
This would normally be the Chairman’s report, but because the previous chairman has had to resign early, you are
getting a Secretary’s report instead! I would like to thank Ian for the work he has put in as Chairman over the past
couple of years; his input has been much appreciated. He has also offered to provide some continuing background
support, which is extremely helpful. I have to report the sad news that, successful as we are as a society, as yet we
have been unable to find another chairman. If anyone has any constructive thoughts on this, please speak to any
of the committee.
This has been a busy year with a series of extremely interesting lectures which have been so successful that we
have needed to find larger premises. Professor David Purdie’s superb lecture on ‘The Scottish Enlightenment’ was
slightly marred by the echoey acoustics of the large hall at Glencruitten Church Centre, which is why we have
moved to St Columba’s Cathedral Hall, which seems to meet our needs very well.
We have some excellent speakers lined up for this year; Angus Martin started the series by giving us a fascinating
insight into places and placenames of Kintyre last month. Sharon Webb will give us an update on new research at
Kilmartin on 23rd November and Catherine Gilles has some interesting surprises for the December talk. We are
now looking at the summer programme for next year which will include historic walks at Duror and Kilmelford.
Treasurer’s Report
Accounts summary 31 August 2012.
As at 31st August 2012 the LAHS current account has a balance of £724.57
Savings account has £1902.34 (This is temporarily not accessible due to changes in the Halifax and Bank of Scotland
relationship).
Over the year there was income of £966.35
However expenses totalled £1182.72
The result is a loss of £216.37 over the year.
Income from subscriptions was £420,
non-members fees & donations of £126.50,
and magazine sales of £419.85.
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The expenses are from room hire & meeting expenses (£193.78),
Third party insurance (£183.10),
subs expenses, newsletter, postage, etc (£93),
speaker gifts and expenses (£235.76)
and magazine printing & expenses (£477.08).
Despite the small decline in the overall bank balance the Society remains financially secure. However, the
membership fees have remained unaltered for many years while all expenses increased. I recommend a review of
the current membership rates.
T.N. Polley.
Treasurer.
Proposed by: Duncan Campbell
Seconded by: Joan Kemp
. Magazine Editor’s report. The Acting Magazine Editor did not give a report.
6. Election of Officebearers and Committee
The following were nominated for the committee.
Chairman: –
Secretary: Joan Kemp. Proposed by Stephen Thomas, seconded by Duncan Campbell
Treasurer: Trevor Polley. Proposed by Alison Blackwood, seconded by May Petrie
Magazine Editor: Adrian Tully. Proposed by Julian Overnell, seconded by Joan Kemp
Committee Member: Alison Blackwood. Proposed by Judy Watt, seconded by Joan Kemp
Committee Member: Martin Petrie Proposed by Alan Watt, seconded by Zoe Fleming
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